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This paper investigates dynamic order acceptance and capacity planning under limited reg-

ular and non-regular resources. Our goal is to maximize the profits of the accepted projects

within a finite planning horizon. The way in which the projects are planned affects their

payout time and, as a consequence, the reinvestment revenues as well as the available ca-

pacity for future arriving projects. In general, project proposals arise dynamically to the

organization, and their actual characteristics are only revealed upon arrival. Dynamic so-

lution approaches are therefore most likely to obtain good results. Although the problem

can theoretically be solved to optimality as a stochastic dynamic program, real-life problem

instances are too difficult to be solved exactly within a reasonable amount of time. Efficient

and effective heuristics are thus required that supply a response without delay. For this

reason, this paper considers both ‘single-pass’ algorithms as well as approximate dynamic-

programming algorithms and investigates their suitability to solve the problem. Simulation

experiments compare the performance of our procedures to a first-come, first-served policy

that is commonly used in practice.

Keywords: approximate dynamic programming, order acceptance, capacity planning, sim-

ulation, multi-project.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we examine the order-acceptance and capacity-planning decision facing multi-

project organizations upon project arrival. Capacity planning determines the allocation
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of the available (regular and non-regular) aggregate resources to the candidate projects,

while order acceptance is concerned with the accept/reject decision of these projects. The

regular resource is a perishable resource (cfr. [18]), this is a resource that becomes available

at a certain date and cannot be stored without a significant cost. We assume that the

number of regular capacity units is the result of a long-term strategic decision that cannot

be revised within the time horizon considered in our planning framework. In contrast,

the number of non-regular capacity units can be altered as a result of working overtime,

hiring temporary labor or outsourcing. In practice, companies tend to accept all project

proposals with a positive net present value (NPV) and plan them on a first-come, first-served

(FCFS) basis, without consideration of future arrivals. In this paper, we present algorithms

for dynamic order acceptance and capacity planning that perform better in terms of the

generated profits from the accepted projects. Our algorithms are particularly relevant for

environments in which a scarce resource acts as a single static bottleneck and where at

least rudimentary information about the work content of the proposed and future projects

is available. Examples of such environments are MTOs (manufacture-to-order) with a single

static bottleneck resource (e.g. [16]), construction environments and maintenance projects

(e.g. [6]).

In our setting, we consider capacity at an aggregate level, while the regular per-period

capacity is limited. Additionally, non-regular capacity units can be allocated at specific per-

unit costs. Project proposals arrive one by one, and a decision on acceptance and capacity

planning needs to be made without delay. At arrival, detailed problem characteristics are

not yet available; nevertheless, the company has information on the main project charac-

teristics, that is to say revenue, workload and due date. If a project is accepted, its payoff

is received upon completion and from this point on reinvestment revenues are reaped. The

way the projects are planned affects their payout time and as a consequence, the reinvest-

ment revenues, as well as the available capacity for future arriving projects. We assume that

the company has forecasts for the main features of the incoming projects. Our goal is to

maximize the profits of the accepted projects within a finite planning horizon. An extensive

analysis of the underlying problem characteristics is given in [10], together with a stochastic

dynamic-programming (SDP) algorithm that solves the problem to optimality. However,

since SDP suffers from the curse of dimensionality (term suggested by Bellman [2]), heuris-

tic methods are required that solve real-life problem instances within a reasonable amount

of time. In this paper we investigate the suitability of approximate dynamic-programming
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(ADP) algorithms to solve the problem ([4], [5]). This technique is closely related to the

pilot method; a survey which refers to both methods is given in [17].

Our work adheres to different research domains, one of which is revenue-based capac-

ity management, which studies the problem of satisfying customer demand with limited

resources while maximizing the company’s revenue and profitability [1]. Our work is also

related to dynamic portfolio planning, which involves the selection and prioritization of dy-

namically arriving projects. The existing work is relatively scarce, although there has been

a growing interest in recent years ([14], [16]). The model in [14] uses marginal returns

to dynamically divide a scarce budget between NPD programs over multiple periods while

decisions have multiperiod consequences. All NPD programs are assumed to have either

increasing or decreasing returns, while the resource allocation to a single program is only

bounded by the available budget. Perry and Hartman [16] examine the problem of se-

lecting a number of orders with fixed production schemes from a set of arriving project

offers. They determine the order combination that maximizes the expected future profits

without, however, defining exact acceptance criteria, nor deviating from the fixed produc-

tion schemes, nor considering non-regular capacity units. Within the domain of project

management, mathematical-programming models minimize the non-regular capacity and/or

tardiness costs. Kis [12] and Kolish and Meyer [13] model the problem of selecting and plan-

ning projects as extensions of the resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP)

(cfr. [7], [15]). A downside to these models is that they only consider immediate rewards

and do not take opportunities from future arriving offers into account. Articles [1] and [8]

use simulation to compare different order-acceptance strategies. In the former paper, an

order is modeled as having a non-preemptable processing time. The model allows to replan

the scheduled orders and takes the inventory cost into account. The latter paper considers

orders as sets of jobs on which a complete order exists; the model aims to limit tardiness and

the use of non-regular resources, while keeping utilization rates high. For a more elaborate

survey of the project selection literature, we refer to [10].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed prob-

lem statement. In Section 3 we describe our first-come, first-served policy, which accepts

all projects that contribute to the company’s profits on a FCFS basis. A more sophisti-

cated algorithm, which takes information from crucial problem characteristics into account,

is presented in Section 4. Both methods apply forward planning, which allocates the earli-

est available capacity units. In Section 5, we consider approximate dynamic-programming
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algorithms and alternative planning strategies. In Section 6, we report on the results of the

simulation experiments performed to compare the performance of our solution procedures.

Finally, in Section 7, we provide a summary and conclusions.

2 Problem description

We express both the project workload as well as the capacity available in the organization

in discrete capacity units (e.g. man-hours). A single capacity unit belonging to the work

content of a project is referred to as a work package. In our model, each project k consists of

an aggregated workload, expressed as a discrete number pk of work packages. An accepted

order can only be executed between its release time rk and the project’s due date dk, which is

regarded here as a deadline. This implies that due dates cannot be exceeded and thus orders

for which the due date cannot be met, must be rejected. The payoff of a work order, denoted

as yk, is generated immediately upon its completion. We assume that all these revenues can

be reinvested at a fixed interest rate i ≥ 0. When the interest rate is larger than 0, shorter

project realization times create additional reinvestment revenues.

In what follows, we use the terms ‘order’ and ‘project’ to refer either to a Request for

Quotation (RFQ) or to a request for execution of an order at a given price. An RFQ is an

invitation for suppliers, through a bidding process, to bid on a specific product or service.

Since our solution methods determine profit thresholds below which prices lead to rejection,

price setting and order acceptance at a fixed price can be treated similarly. In both cases,

we assume that order acceptance results in a fixed-price contract (see e.g. [11]). Our models

are developed from the viewpoint of one individual bidder, and decisions are made without

consideration of competitors.

The stream of incoming order arrivals is the main source of uncertainty in dynamic order

acceptance. When a company has to make an accept/reject decision, it has at its disposal

only rudimentary information about the project in question and forecasts of the main char-

acteristics of the future incoming projects (e.g. based on sales-force polling). We discretize

the planning horizon into T periods or time buckets (e.g. weeks or months). Additionally, we

introduce the concept of a stage, which is the time interval between two consecutive project

arrivals: a new stage starts every time a new project arrives. The number of projects arriving

sequentially within the planning horizon T (and hence, the number of stages) is N . At first,

we assume N and the interarrival times to be fixed, in Section 6.2.3 we study the impact of
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exponential interarrival times.

The stream of arriving offers is represented as w1,w2, . . . ,wN . It was explained earlier

that the main characteristics of a project proposal k are its payoff yk, a positive workload

pk and a deadline dk. From a given positive maximum time lag lk allowed for realizing

the project, one can easily derive the deadline by adding the stage’s release time rk to the

maximum time lag: dk = rk + lk. In our model, a decision needs to be made regarding

order w1, while estimates about the characteristics of the stream of future order arrivals are

captured as follows. Each wk = (pk, yk, lk) is assumed to be an independent realization of

a random variable W. The number of possible values for the project characteristics can be

limited by defining a discrete number of order types. A project k belongs to an order type

q, with q ∈ Q, when its characteristics have the values p̃q, ỹq and l̃q, which represent the

order type’s workload, payoff and maximum time lag, respectively. The probability that wk

(k = 2, . . . , N) will take on the value (p̃q, ỹq, l̃q) is given by Pr[q].

At the start of each stage k (i.e. immediately when project k arrives), we decide upon

order acceptance and capacity allocation of project k, with project 1 being the first project.

In this paper we consider only one regular resource type, which is taken to represent the

bottleneck resource of the company. We count the available capacity units in every time

period by means of a capacity profile, which is a vector

xk = (mk, sk), with

{
mk = (mrk+1, . . . , mT )
sk = (srk+1, . . . , sT )

(1)

where k represents the stage number, mt is the number of available regular capacity units in

time period t and st the maximum number of non-regular capacity units that can be hired

during time period t. The cost per unit of consumed non-regular capacity is c, whereas the

actual utilization of regular capacity does not give rise to incremental costs. In stage k, xk

only reflects resource availability from time rk, because all unused capacity units before rk

have ‘perished’. We call a specific capacity unit current if it perishes in the following stage,

otherwise it is referred to as a future capacity unit. In the remainder of this article, we refer

to perishable resources (cfr. [18]); the scheduling literature uses the term renewable resources

(see, for instance [7]), this is a resource for which the availability is specified for every period.

Upon arrival, the organization can choose whether to reject or to accept the project

according to any feasible order plan. An order plan is an allocation of capacity units to

the different work packages of a project; it is feasible if the total workload of the project

is covered and if all work packages are planned between the stage’s release time and the
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project’s deadline. We represent an order plan j for arrival k as a vector aj
k = (aj

km, aj
ks),

where aj
km and aj

ks have the same dimension as mk and sk, and count the number of (regular

and non-regular) capacity units that are allocated to project k in each relevant time period.

With every order plan j, we associate the values s∗j and t∗j . The former equals the number

of allocated non-regular capacity units in aj
k, while the latter refers to the realization time

(and hence, the pay-out time) of an accepted project which is planned according to order

plan j. In case the company rejects the offer, no capacity is reserved and no further action

is taken until the next project arrival. This rejection decision cannot be withdrawn. We

associate a ‘degenerate’ order plan a0
k = 0 (the null vector) with rejection, and we let symbol

Ak represent the set of all feasible order plans augmented with a0
k. In [10], dominance rules

are presented that allow us to limit the number of order plans that need to be considered.

Our goal is to maximize the profits of the accepted projects within a finite planning

horizon. The reward in stage k for order plan aj
k and offer wk is determined as:

gk(a
j
k,wk) =

{
0 if j = 0,

yk(1 + i)(T−t∗j ) − cs∗j otherwise,
(2)

where T − t∗j is the period between the realization of the project and the end of the problem

horizon; this is the time for which the company receives reinvestment revenues. Upon arrival

of each new project, we want to make the order-acceptance and capacity-allocation decisions

that maximize the sum of the rewards from the immediate decision and the expected profits

from future decisions. A mathematical formulation for this expression is provided in Section

5.1.

To illustrate the order-acceptance and capacity-planning problem, we consider a case

similar to the semiconductor fabrication line presented in [16]. When a project k is accepted,

it remains in the system for pk periods (due to the manufacturing cycle time) without

preemption. Currently (at time 0), a project is offered to the company. The company assesses

that this project would generate a payoff of 18 (= y1) if realized with regular capacity. The

project would require two work packages of the company’s key resource (p1 = 2). Delivery of

the project is due within two months (l1 = 2). The problem horizon T is set to five months.

At this moment, the profile of the available capacity is x1 = ((0, 2, 1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)), a

visualization is given in Figure 1. Remark that even the capacity profile in stage 1 can

exhibit an irregular pattern: earlier decisions, such as firm planned orders or maintenance

projects, may have lead to the allocation of capacity units in the current profile. The interest

rate i is set to 1% per month and the cost of one unit of non-regular capacity amounts to 5.
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Figure 1: Example with regular (R) and non-regular (NR) capacity units.

We anticipate the arrival of one RFQ per month within the problem horizon, so that N = 5.

The company has defined four order types, the average characteristics of which are described

by W. The forecasting information contains the following probabilities:

Pr[(1, 8, 1)] = 0.2, P r[(1, 8, 2)] = 0.4,
P r[(2, 18, 2)] = 0.1, P r[(2, 16, 2)] = 0.3.

The non-dominated (cfr. the above discussion) order plans contained in A1 are the following:

a0
1 = ((0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)), a1

1 = ((0, 1, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)),
a2

1 = ((0, 2, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)).

For order plan 1, for instance, the number of allocated non-regular capacity units s∗1 is equal

to 1 and the realization time t∗1 is 2.

3 First-come, first-served policy

The FCFS policy is conceived as a two-phase algorithm that determines an order plan dur-

ing the first phase, while the second phase decides upon acceptance of the project. For-

ward planning is applied when building an order plan. This planning method allocates

the available regular capacity units from the earliest possible time periods first, given the

release time of the project. Only when these resources do not suffice, non-regular capac-

ity is used. We demonstrate the forward planning method on capacity profile x1 shown

in Figure 2. Since the grey units represent capacity units that were allocated earlier,

x1 = (m1, s1) = ((0, 1, 2, 2, 2), (0, 1, 1, 1, 1)), for a problem horizon T = 5 periods. The

construction of a ‘forward’ order plan for projects with workload of either two, three or four

work packages and a deadline equal to time 3, proceeds as follows. In accordance with the

forward planning method, regular capacity units are allocated as much as possible, so that

allocating two work packages results in order plan ((0, 1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)). When one

additional work package requires allocation, we plan an extra regular capacity unit from
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Figure 2: Capacity profile with regular (R) and non-regular (NR) capacity units.

period 3, leading to order plan ((0, 1, 2, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)). Since the project deadline is 3,

no additional regular capacity units can be allocated and thus when four work packages are

considered, the earliest available non-regular unit is appointed ((0, 1, 2, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)).

Acceptance of all project proposals with a positive contribution constitutes the accept/reject

rule for the FCFS policy. In the next section, a more involved threshold formula is devised

that comprises information from crucial problem characteristics such as the free capacity

and the expected future incoming workload and revenue.

4 Threshold policy

Like the FCFS policy, the threshold policy consists of both a planning and an acceptance

phase. For a project k, the order plan is again the result of forward planning, but the

acceptance decision is now based on a threshold value, calculated as described in pseudo-

code in Algorithm 1. The algorithm builds on the intuition that a heavier load of the system

allows for a more selective acceptance policy and vice versa. Since only one feasible order

plan (i.e. the forward plan) is being considered, we may drop the index and denote the

number of non-regular capacity units allocated by the forward plan by s∗ and the realization

time of the forward plan by t∗.

Algorithm 1 determines a threshold reward for the forwardly planned project. It initially

ranks the order types q in increasing order of the revenue per work package. Next, it deter-

mines q∗, which is a boundary order type: orders with smaller per-work-package revenues

are not accepted. The boundary order type is chosen by comparing a parameter δ with the

occupation of the system. As a result, δ can be interpreted as the occupation up to which

order types are accepted. If δ = ∞, the threshold policy behaves like the FCFS policy. In the

opposite case (δ < ∞), the threshold value equals the number of allocated future capacity

units (pk −nrcurrent) of the project k, multiplied by the revenue per capacity unit of order
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type q∗. The value of δ is determined through simulation (this issue is further discussed in

Section 6.1).

The occupation of the system is the ratio of the expected load (expload) from future

arriving orders and the available capacity (available) of the company (both regular and non-

regular), within the planning window of the forward plan. This time window is chosen to lie

between the release time rk+1 of the next arrival and the realization time t∗ of the forward

plan, because current capacity and project arrivals beyond the completion time are less

relevant for the decision-making process. Orders arrive at a rate λ per period. The expected

load is a weighted sum of the expected loads of the subset of order types with highest value

of revenue per work package (via q∗). The weight w̃ of an order type lies between 0 and 1; it

equals 1 if the deadline of the order type is smaller than the realization time of the forward

plan, since in this case, the order type’s workload can be planned entirely within our period

of interest. On the other hand, when the order type’s deadline exceeds the realization time

of the forward plan, its workload is only partially added.

5 Approximate dynamic programming

In Section 5.1 we show how the problem discussed in this paper can theoretically be solved

to optimality by a stochastic dynamic program (SDP). The dynamic-programming approach

has the advantage that it can easily deal with many different problem characteristics (varying

due dates, hiring non-regular capacity units,. . .). A downside to the high flexibility is that

our SDP, as is typical for dynamic programming, also suffers from the curse of dimensionality

and is therefore unsuitable to solve real-life problem instances within a reasonable amount

of time. A discussion on the computational complexity of the model can be found in [9].

We counterpart the high computational complexity by developing an approximate dynamic

program (ADP) in Section 5.2. The ADP model we apply is a rollout algorithm that employs

our threshold policy as initial policy.

5.1 Stochastic dynamic programming

Based on the reward gk(a
j
k,wk) in stage k for order plan aj

k and offer wk determined in Eq.

2, we propose the backward SDP algorithm [10], which consists of iteratively solving the
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Algorithm 1 Threshold calculation.

Rank order types q in increasing order of ỹq/p̃q;
nrstages = λ(t∗ − rk+1);
q∗ = 1;
nothreshold = false;
repeat

expload = 0;
Compute available;
for j = 1, . . . , nrstages do
for q = q∗, . . . , nrordertypes do
if rk + j/λ + l̃q > t∗ then

w̃ = l̃q/(t
∗ − (rk + j/λ));

else
w̃ = 1;

end if
expload = expload + w̃ · Pr[q] · p̃q;

end for
end for
if q∗ = 1 and expload/available <= δ then

nothreshold = true;
end if
q∗ = q∗ + 1;

until expload/available <= δ or q∗ = nrordertypes + 1
q∗ = q∗ − 1;
if nothreshold = false then

threshold = (pk − nrcurrent) · (ỹq∗/p̃q∗);
end if
if threshold < cs∗ then

threshold = cs∗;
end if
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following recursion:




fN(xN) = max
aj

N∈AN

{gN(aj
N ,wN)}

fk(xk) = max
aj

k∈Ak

{gk(a
j
k,wk) + E[fk+1(xk+1)]} if k 6= N,

(3)

with

xk+1 = v(xk − aj
k), (4)

Ak as the set of all feasible order plans augmented with a0
k and E[·] as the expectation

operator. The perishing function v transforms a vector xk into a vector xk+1 from which

the perished capacity units are removed; xk+1 represents the state or capacity profile after

implementing order plan aj
k. If j = 0, xk+1 equals v(xk).

In Eq. (3), fk(xk) is the maximum expected reward that can be earned during stages

k, k + 1, . . . , N given that the initial state corresponds with xk. This recursion captures the

essential idea of dynamic programming, namely to split the evaluation of every decision in

two parts: (1) the immediate reward and (2) the expected future rewards reachable from

this action. These future rewards are captured by the continuation value fk+1(xk+1), also

referred to as the reward-to-go, or cost-to-go in the context of minimization problems.

5.2 Rollout algorithm

Within dynamic programming, a policy is the rule by which we select the next action.

Through a so-called policy improvement step, an initial policy µ can be upgraded to policy

µ̄. To this aim, we consider every possible control aj
k ∈ Ak and determine the next action,

given the initial state xk, based on a greedy policy :

āj
k = arg max

aj
k∈Ak

{gk(a
j
k,wk) + E[f̃µ

k+1(xk+1)]} if k 6= N,

āj
N = arg max

aj
N∈AN

{gN(aj
N ,wN)}, (5)

with f̃µ
k+1 the approximate reward-to-go under policy µ. This entails that the expected fu-

ture rewards are approximated using a suboptimal policy (in this paper, the FCFS policy

or the threshold policy) and calculated either analytically or, in our case, by Monte-Carlo

simulation. From many statistically independent sample-state trajectories, E[f̃µ
k+1] is deter-

mined as the average of the rewards over the different simulation runs. The approximate-DP

technique is based on the hypothesis that if f̃µ
k+1 is a good approximation of the real value

of fk+1, then the greedy policy in Eq. (5) is close to optimal. Under these circumstances,
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āj
k approximates the optimal action, which is in most cases computationally overly demand-

ing to calculate. The resulting heuristic is referred to as a rollout (RO) algorithm. In this

paper we look at a single stage or one-step lookahead RO algorithm, since at a given state

xk (k 6= N), we find the optimal decision for a one-stage problem with one-stage reward

gk(a
j
k,wk) and termination payoff E[f̃µ

k+1(xk+1)].

The viability of a rollout algorithm highly depends on the available computation time

for decision-making and thus, calculating āj
k. For the algorithm to be applicable in practice,

it is required that the Monte-Carlo simulations and the calculation of āj
k comply with the

real-time constraints of the problem. Replacing the reward-to-go with an approximate value

strongly reduces its solution time. Nevertheless, the number of possible actions may be so

large that even the rollout algorithm requires too much CPU time.

This paper considers two techniques to speed up the calculation. The first method

consists of lowering the number of runs and reducing the length of the Monte-Carlo simulation

that is used to determine the expected continuation value. We will further discuss this issue

in Section 6.2.2, which deals with the technical details of our computational experiments.

The second speed-up technique replaces Ak in Eq. (5) with a subset Ãk. Obviously, this

may have a negative effect on the solution quality. A smart selection of feasible order plans

is thus required.

In the remainder of this section, we examine which order plans, apart from the forward

plan, are most likely to improve profits. We consider two cases; in the first one, maximum

time lags are shortened (Section 5.2.1) and in the second case, reinvestment revenues can be

reaped (Section 5.2.2).

Because of their specific structure, rollout algorithms are particularly suitable for solving

hard trade-off problems, such as the trade-off between incurring higher non-regular capacity

costs and losing reinvestment revenues due to longer execution times. These trade-offs need

not necessarily occur between order plans of the same project. We could, in a similar

way, examine the trade-off between two simultaneously arriving projects, or even consider

accepting both projects together, based on a rollout algorithm. Obviously, adding order plans

to the decision set results in an augmentation of the execution time. Since a considerable

number of simulation runs is required to obtain an accurate estimation of the reward-to-go,

the computation time mounts strongly with the number of considered order plans.
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5.2.1 Shortened maximum time lags

When the maximum time lags of the incoming projects are shortened, the planning flexibility

is reduced and as a result, the rate of implicit selection is increased. By implicit selection we

refer to the process were one or more project types become unplannable in practice, because

of the specific structure of the problem. So, shortening the maximum time lags may increase

the rate of implicit selection, which may have a negative effect on the expected profits. In

some cases, this process can be counteracted by extending the decision set with additional

order plans.

As an example, we present a case with rush orders ; these are order types with higher

payoffs in combination with smaller time lags than other order types. Since a rush order has

a relatively short maximum time lag, it often becomes unplannable when we apply forward

planning. To overcome these planning difficulties, we insert alternative order plans into the

action set Ãk. When a non-rush-order proposal arrives, we virtually plan a rush order before

we schedule the non-rush order forwardly, so that capacity is available if a rush order should

arise during the following stages. An alternative order plan should be built for every rush

order type in Q. Virtual planning allocates the workload backwardly, so starting with the

latest possible capacity units; first to the non-regular units and subsequently to the regular

capacity. The rollout algorithm implicitly trades off the increased risk of perished capacity,

due to the deviation from the early plan, against the risk of having to reject projects because

of insufficient available resources.

As an illustration, we consider an incoming arrival stream consisting of two order types

A and B. Order type A has a probability of arrival equal to 0.7, a workload of 8, a rev-

enue of 16 and a maximum time lag of 4. The rush order type B has the same workload

but a higher payoff (yB = 24), and a shorter maximum time lag equal to 1. Figure 3

visualizes capacity profile x1 = ((1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5), (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3)), the four previously al-

located regular capacity units are indicated in light grey. The forward plan for project

proposal w1 of type A is a1
1 = ((1, 5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)). To construct the alterna-

tive order plan, we first build a virtual plan (in medium grey) for order type B. Since the

release time r2 of our next arrival equals 1 and order type B possesses a maximum time lag

lB = 1, the time window for the virtual plan equals period 2. The alternative order plan

a2
1 = ((1, 0, 5, 2, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)) is now planned on the capacity units in dark grey.
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Figure 3: Capacity profile with regular (R) and non-regular (NR) capacity units, showing
allocated units (light grey), a virtual plan (medium grey) and an alternative order plan (dark
grey).

5.2.2 Reinvestment revenues

When the interest rate is larger than 0, shorter project realization times create additional

reinvestment revenues. When these benefits exceed the costs of extra non-regular capacity

units, the company’s profits can be increased by replacing regular capacity units with non-

regular capacity units. This can be incorporated in our rollout algorithm by extending the

decision set with an alternative order plan for which the workload is relocated from the

regular capacity units in the period preceding the realization time to earlier non-regular

capacity units. Following this logic, Figure 4(b) shows the alternative order plan a2
1 =

((0, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)) for the forward plan a1
1 = ((0, 1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)) in Figure

4(a).

NR

R

0 1 2 3 4 5

Period 1 2 3 4 5

t

(a) a1
1

NR

R

0 1 2 3 4 5

Period 1 2 3 4 5

t

(b) a2
1

Figure 4: Capacity profile with regular (R) and non-regular (NR) capacity units, showing
allocated units (light grey) and an order plan (dark grey).
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6 Computational experiments

The performance of the presented algorithms is evaluated through simulation experiments.

Section 6.1 discusses the experimental setup, the results are analyzed in Section 6.2.

6.1 Experimental setup

We compare our algorithms based on the average profits from independent simulation runs;

the performance of these algorithms is affected by several factors. The impact of the factors

in a practical setting, as well as their values during the computational experiments, are

discussed here. Clearly, the usefulness of project selection strategies highly depends on the

relation between the incoming workload and the capacity of the company. In case of excess

capacity, for instance, there is little need for project selection. This is captured by the

first factor, the estimated system occupation ρ, which is the ratio of the expected arriving

workload over the available capacity (during the length of the simulation run); that is

ρ =
∑
q∈Q

Pr[q] · p̃q · λ
M + S

, (6)

with λ the arrival rate of incoming projects, and M and S the number of regular and non-

regular capacity units available within the entire simulation, respectively. Since project

selection becomes relevant only for over-demanded organizations (i.e., companies that have

insufficient capacity to execute all proposed projects), we can limit our analysis to values of

ρ equal to or larger than one. The value of the the estimated system occupation is varied

from a low of 1 to a high of 3, ρ ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The arrival rate λ equals the number of project arrivals within a period. For now,

the interarrival times are assumed to be deterministic. In Section 6.2.3, we abandon this

restriction and study the impact of exponential interarrival times on the performance of our

algorithms. λ is set to 0.5, 1 and 2, denoting low, medium and high arrival rates, which

offers us a considerable range for testing the algorithms. Obviously, the magnitude of λ must

be interpreted in combination with the length of a period.

Next, we focus on the diversity of the order types that constitute the arrival stream.

The standard deviation σ of the gain per work package (ỹq/p̃q) of every order type q in Q,

serves to measure the effect of diversity on the performance of the algorithms. We consider

three values for σ, low (0.7), moderate (1.3) and high (2.1), constructed as follows. We allow

for four different gain-per-work-package values, namely 1, 2, 3 and 4, which respectively
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characterize the order types 1, 2, 3 and 4. When order types 2 and 3 constitute the arrival

stream and have equal arrival probabilities (0.5), the resulting standard deviation is low (0.7),

since the order types are very similar in terms of gain per workload. In a second setting,

all four existing order types make up the arrival stream with equal probability (0.25), so

that the standard deviation equals 1.3. The highest value for the standard deviation, 2.1, is

attained when order type 1 and 4 arrive with probability 0.5; in this case, the arrival stream

is maximally diversified. The construction of the arrival streams is such that the weighted

average gain of a work package equals 2.5.

To verify how our algorithms behave in a broad variety of environments, we have deter-

mined three settings for workload distribution, referred to as ‘p-dis.’, with values A, B and

C. In each setting, the workload is spread differently over the order types. For workload

distribution A, the workload is equally distributed over the incoming projects, hence p̃q is

the same for every q ∈ Q. In this setting, the total workload from attractive and less at-

tractive arriving projects is the same. Secondly, for workload distribution B the workload

is negatively correlated with the gain-to-workload ratio. Here, the projects with the highest

reward per workload possess the smallest workload. Since most of the incoming workload

stems from unattractive projects, the company is often obliged to accept inferior projects

to fill up the capacity. Finally, for workload distribution C, the workload is determined

proportionally to the gain per workload. This entails that the most attractive projects are

also the largest projects. From the company’s point of view, this setting appears to be the

most attractive, since small, inferior projects can often be refused with a low risk of wasted

capacity.

The cost of one unit of non-regular capacity, c, is set to either a moderate value (1) or

to a high value (2.5), where the latter equals the weighted average gain of a work package.

In general, we look at systems with a high planning flexibility, which translates into a ratio

of the workload to the maximum time lag equal to one. In Section 5.2.1, we discussed the

case where the planning flexibility was reduced. An overview of the factors varied during

the simulation experiments is given in Table 1.

We apply a simulation length of 1000 periods to ensure convergence of the results. The

capacity profile contains eight available capacity units in every period, five of which are

regular and three non-regular. Our computational experiments are performed on a computer

with a 1GHz Pentium III processor, the algorithms are coded in Microsoft Visual C++. We

have removed the capacity in the first ten periods, for otherwise the system would most
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likely accept all early arrivals due to the large amount of current capacity. This would create

a bias from the first incoming arrivals. The parameter δ, required to calculate the threshold

value in Algorithm 1, is determined for each factor setting separately through simulation

with a known seed. A different seed value is used to obtain our simulation results. The

number of simulation replications is equal to 250, which ensures that the variety of scenarios

is sufficiently large (Figure 5 in Section 6.2.2 shows that convergence is already obtained for

a simulation length of 200 and for 25 simulation replications). Our statistics issue from one-

tailed paired tests, using simulation results from runs with the same seed; the significance

level is 1%.

6.2 Experimental results

This section reports the experimental results of the algorithms presented in this paper.

First, we compare our initial policies, namely the threshold policy and the FCFS policy.

Subsequently, the different rollout algorithms are evaluated and finally, we investigate the

suitability of the presented algorithms when dealing with exponential interarrival times.

6.2.1 Performance of the initial policies

The results in Table 2 show the average percentage increase in the objective function (the

maximum reward obtained over all project arrivals) when changing from the threshold policy

to the FCFS policy for the test sets with the indicated factor values. The asterisks indicate

results where no statistically significant (at the 1%-level) difference between the algorithms

could be identified. A beneficial effect of the threshold policy is observed for all tested cases.

Clearly, the potential gains from the threshold policy tend to vary with the structure of

the problem. When we compare the different workload distributions A, B and C, the smallest

improvements are realized for workload distribution C; here, the projects with the highest

Table 1: Factors of the simulation experiments.
factor name values

ρ estimated system occupation 1, 2, 3
λ arrival rate 0.5, 1, 2
σ standard deviation of the gain per work package 0.7, 1.3, 2.1

p-dis. workload distribution A, B, C
c cost of non-regular capacity 1, 2.5
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Table 2: Average percentage increase in the objective function when changing from the
FCFS policy to the threshold policy, with c = 1 and c = 2.5.

Average percentage Average percentage
increase increase

c = 1 c = 2.5
ρ σ p-dis. λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 2 λ = 0.5 λ = 1 λ = 2
1 0.7 A 0.06 0.06 0.03 7.46 3.90 11.88

B 1.10 1.37 1.71 9.81 8.72 6.99
C 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.12 0.08 0.08

1.3 A 0.05 0.07 0.01 24.98 24.05 11.67
B 7.21 6.01 2.89 27.86 30.44 31.43
C 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.24 0.13 0.00*

2.1 A 0.00* 0.31 0.25 0.00* 28.48 12.7
B 8.67 8.65 0.25 34.34 3.31 36.55
C 0.02 0.00* 0.00* 0.44 0.29 0.20

2 0.7 A 18.95 19.63 19.59 29.96 29.99 28.59
B 18.78 15.20 22.14 53.12 41.13 58.21
C 0.14 0.04 0.05 0.20 0.03 0.00*

1.3 A 39.76 40.70 39.44 57.71 59.84 58.79
B 89.63 92.04 95.13 140.71 126.46 102.47
C 5.46 5.65 6.08 8.17 7.94 8.15

2.1 A 68.83 61.29 61.13 46.84 88.82 89.37
B 69.13 213.31 210.01 105.32 188.40 124.03
C 25.34 0.03 0.00* 14.31 0.07 0.00*

3 0.7 A 22.67 23.23 23.50 32.13 31.96 32.12
B 33.06 30.15 30.51 78.43 80.69 81.18
C 0.00* 0.11 0.01 0.30 0.16 0.00*

1.3 A 55.09 55.09 55.71 76.10 76.52 53.11
B 121.33 122.01 124.63 178.83 185.25 173.86
C 11.14 12.21 13.19 16.20 16.88 16.88

2.1 A 70.93 70.12 70.67 92.54 93.73 34.24
B 332.73 350.81 357.57 250.86 263.67 212.23
C 0.44 0.24 0.00* 0.67 0.27 0.00*
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gain per workload also have the highest total workload. This eventuates in fairly good results

for the FCFS policy, due to the fact that when some large projects are accepted, little room is

left for small, less attractive projects. This situation, in which unattractive projects cannot

be fitted into the capacity profile, as a result of the composition of the arrival stream, will

be referred to as self-selection. Its effect increases for higher costs of non-regular capacity,

since under these circumstances, low-payoff offers can no longer be allocated to non-regular

capacity. In practice, these offers will only be accepted in case of excess capacity. When the

workload is spread equally, as for workload distribution A, or disproportionally to the gain

per work package, as for workload distribution B, self-selection no longer takes place, so that

the performance of the FCFS policy worsens and as a result, larger percentage improvements

are achieved by the threshold policy.

Another striking trend is the large improvement increase between ρ = 1 and ρ = 2. The

augmentation from ρ = 2 to ρ = 3 is less prominent. Apparently, an estimated system oc-

cupation of 1 does not allow for strong selectivity. However, once a certain level of expected

system occupation is obtained, a further load increase generates diminishing marginal re-

turns. Exceptions to this general trend are found for workload distribution C in combination

with a maximum standard deviation and an arrival rate of 0.5. Here, the improvements for

ρ = 2 are 25.34% and 14.31% for c = 1 and c = 2.5, respectively; these values are much larger

than 0.44% and 0.67% for the case where ρ = 3. Although the absolute values for the two

policies for ρ = 3 are larger than for ρ = 2, their relative differences diminish. The reason

can be found in the specific structure of the particular factor values. For the three values

of the expected system load, self-selection takes place; as a result, the FCFS policy selects

more or less the same projects as the threshold policy. For ρ = 2, however, the threshold

policy allocates fewer non-regular capacity units, resulting in a higher percentage increase.

For the heavily loaded system (ρ = 3), the regular capacity is totally exhausted, so that it

is not possible to diminish the allocation of non-regular capacity. Other deviations from the

general trend are related in a similar way to the specific problem structure.

Finally, we note that for the fully (ρ = 2 and ρ = 3) loaded systems, the average

percentage increase mounts with σ. We again note that for workload distribution C and the

maximum standard deviation, the improvement from the threshold policy is rather moderate.

As we already pointed out, this is a result of the composition of the arrival stream. In general,

a larger diversification of the order types will augment the benefits from project selection,

in case no self-selection takes place.
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For the tested cases, no linear relations between the profits and the model factors could be

revealed. This is due to the high impact of the specific problem structure on the algorithmic

performance. Nevertheless, it was established that the impact of our threshold heuristic

was statistically significant in combination with the forward planning approach. Since the

specific problem structure has a large impact on the algorithmic performance, it is possible

that other planning methods may be more appropriate in other environments. For this

reason, we investigate the performance of rollout algorithms in the next section.

6.2.2 Performance of the rollout algorithms

We previously hinted at the possibility of speeding up the rollout algorithm by lowering the

number of runs and reducing the length of the Monte-Carlo simulation that estimates the

expected reward-to-go (these are not the simulation parameters discussed in Section 6.1).

We now study the effect of these parameters on the algorithmic performance for a particular

choice of factor values (from the set discussed in Section 6.1) with a low speed of convergence.

Therefore, we investigate the lowest arrival rate (0.5) and thus the smallest number of arrivals

within the length of the simulation. Additionally, we choose ρ = 2, σ = 1.3, c = 1 and

p-dis. B, since this leads to a high variance in the simulation results. Figure 5 shows how

the average total profits evolve when the simulation parameters of the continuation value

are altered. The abscissa represents the horizon length, which is the maximum number of

periods over which the expected reward-to-go is simulated (we never consider a horizon that

exceeds the length of the original simulation run, i.e., 1000). The three lines in the first and

second graph represent respectively, the average CPU time per simulation and the average

profits when the total number of simulation runs (Sim) is varied (Sim ∈ {10, 25, 50}). The

graphs demonstrate that a Sim-value of 10 and a horizon length below 200 are too low to

obtain convergence. By keeping Sim high (equal to 50), we are able to shorten the horizon

length to 200 and considerably lower the CPU time, without significant quality loss in the

output. As a result, these values are used when applying the rollout algorithm.

In Section 5.2, we mentioned two cases for which the application of a rollout algorithm

seemed very promising. We are now able to quantify the benefits of the suggested rollout

algorithms. For the rush-order case presented in Section 5.2.1, we compare the results of the

rollout algorithm to the threshold policy, when the estimated system occupation is 1 and

the arrival rate 0.5. For this special case, the rollout algorithm obtained an average profit

of 11038 over 250 simulations while applying the alternative order plan in on average 85%
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Figure 5: Average profits and CPU times for varying horizon lengths and number of simu-
lations.

of the cases in which it was generated. The result of the threshold policy was 10737.8; a

one-tailed paired test, using simulation results from runs with the same seed, points out that

this difference is highly significant (at a 1% significance level).

As for the case of reinvestment revenues (discussed in Section 5.2.2), the results are

gathered in Table 3 for an interest rate equal to 0.01. The numbers in the first column

show the average percentage improvement in the objective function (the maximum reward

obtained over all project arrivals) when changing from the threshold policy to the described

rollout algorithm. The asterisks indicate results where no statistically significant (at the

1%-level) difference between the algorithms could be identified. The second column contains

information on the order-plan choice; it displays the number of times the alternative order

plan was applied; the number of accepted orders for which an alternative order plan was

generated is shown between parentheses. In the third column, we find the average CPU time

per simulation, expressed in seconds. Since the computation times for the threshold policy

are negligible, we have omitted them. Although the execution times of the rollout algorithm

are much higher, the decision time for acceptance and planning of a single arrival remains

low enough for the algorithm to be practically applicable. When simulating the results in

Table 3, the rewards of the accepted projects were adapted to (yk − cs∗j)(1 + i)(T−t∗j ), which

differs slightly from the reward function in Eq. (2). This change is necessary since the

original reward function is intended to be used for modest problem horizons, common for

tactical decisions. When the length of the simulation period is as high as required for our

simulations, the cost of the non-regular capacity becomes negligible compared to the amount

of the reinvestment revenues.

The results in Table 3 show that the rollout algorithm is able to achieve significant
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Table 3: Comparison of the rollout algorithm and threshold policy for c = 1 and i = 0.01.
λ = 0.5 λ = 1

ρ σ p-dis. %-imp. order plan CPU(s) %-imp. order plan CPU(s)
1 0.7 A 0.00* 0(493) 10.50 0.00* 3(3) 24.39

B 5.14 86(256) 9.15 1.74 112(509) 31.32
C 3.53 150(283) 8.30 3.47 190(539) 27.65

1.3 A 9.89 1(493) 18.29 0.59 4(988) 42.15
B 7.74 77(256) 11.48 6.62 137(515) 39.73
C 0.09* 181(284) 8.13 -0.45 206(556) 29.10

2.1 A 0.06 63(248) 2.80 0.78 6(8) 24.25
B 2.81 50(244) 9.09 0.33 105(496) 31.28
C -1.35 160(267) 6.74 -3.48 125(538) 20.29

2 0.7 A 1.26 5(246) 21.74 0.44 7(415) 77.02
B 4.55 1(115) 14.25 13.52 76(423) 52.83
C 1.98 11(145) 4.44 0.52 4(205) 15.10

1.3 A 1.04 6(203) 35.83 1.00 12(418) 147.67
B 1.84 75(224) 17.41 4.13 128(368) 100.20
C 3.50 28(251) 13.87 2.24 10(299) 53.53

2.1 A 1.22 21(208) 22.51 0.86 18(415) 97.07
B 1.58 12(146) 16.10 9.85 15(261) 41.87
C 1.12 15(146) 4.85 0.77 9(234) 15.25

3 0.7 A 1.74 10(164) 17.23 0.56 3(205) 55.80
B 2.56 8(118) 27.39 11.00 8(190) 76.13
C 5.25 13(94) 3.18 0.52 17(121) 9.43

1.3 A 2.11 13(151) 51.40 2.06 9(301) 222.71
B 9.38 22(165) 45.26 11.79 21(299) 142.43
C 9.72 19(102) 15.55 3.75 37(197) 95.96

2.1 A 1.06 14(144) 16.97 0.78 9(232) 58.38
B 3.61 21(188) 32.51 4.01 18(365) 92.49
C 0.95 13(95) 3.15 0.37 19(147) 9.97
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performance improvements. For three of the factor settings, the threshold policy obtained

better average profits. We conjecture that, for these cases, the simulations of the expected

reward-to-go were not accurate enough to make the best decisions.

6.2.3 Exponential interarrival times

We investigate the performance of our algorithms when interarrival times are no longer

deterministic but exponential. In this case, the original SDP becomes a difficult imperfect

state information problem [3], for which the number of arrivals and their arrival times are

not known in advance. Nevertheless, our algorithms remain applicable. The FCFS policy

and the threshold policy are kept unchanged, while the orders in the simulation now arrive

with exponential interarrival times determined by λ, the arrival rate. Analogously, the

expected reward-to-go used in the rollout algorithms is also the result of a simulation with

exponential interarrival times. Figure 6 compares the average percentage increase in the

objective function (the maximum reward obtained over all project arrivals) when changing

from the FCFS policy to the threshold policy for deterministic (DET) and exponential

(EXP) interarrival times for c = 1. Figure 7 compares the average percentage increase in

the objective function when changing from the threshold policy to the rollout algorithm for

reinvestment revenues for deterministic (DET) and exponential (EXP) interarrival times for

c = 1 and i = 0.01. The vertical axes show the average percentage increase, while the

horizontal axes list the different factor settings. The latter are ranked as in Table 3: the first

nine results are for ρ = 1 and λ = 0.5, followed by the results for ρ = 1 and λ = 1 and so

on.

The results in Figure 6 reveal that the average percentage increase when changing from

the FCFS policy to the threshold policy for the deterministic and the exponential arrival

times follows the same trend for each factor setting: the correlation coefficient between both

data streams is 0.999. For a high estimated system occupation (ρ = 2 or ρ = 3), the threshold

policy results in a higher percentage increase in case of deterministic interarrival times.

The results in Figure 7 show that the average percentage increase when changing from

the threshold policy to the rollout algorithm for reinvestment revenues for the deterministic

and the exponential arrival times behaves similarly as in Figure 6: the correlation coefficient

is equal to 0.813.

These results clearly demonstrate that the performance of both the threshold policy

and the rollout algorithm is robust enough to be applied in environments with exponential
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interarrival times.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated order acceptance and capacity planning in an over-

demanded multi-project organization that aims to maximize its profits. We have stressed

the importance of integrating order acceptance and capacity planning in order to be able

to live up to competitive deadlines and reduce the sometimes excessive use of highly expen-

sive non-regular capacity. Although the problem can theoretically be solved to optimality

through a stochastic dynamic program, real-life problem instances are too difficult to be

solved exactly within a reasonable amount of time. For this reason, this paper investigates

heuristic algorithms that efficiently and effectively solve the problem and supply a response

without delay. We have first presented a FCFS policy, which accepts all projects with a pos-

itive contribution on a FCFS basis. Next, we have considered a threshold policy that applies

forward planning in combination with a threshold heuristic to solve the acceptance and plan-

ning decision. Subsequently, we have developed several approximate dynamic-programming

algorithms, more specifically a number of rollout algorithms. These powerful algorithms

provide us with a versatile tool to make decisions. Our rollout algorithms are able to inte-

grate complicated trade-offs in the decision process, both between order plans of one project

as well as between order plans of different projects. Simulation experiments were used to

compare the performance of the threshold policy and the rollout algorithms to the FCFS

policy.

We have established that without reinvestment revenues and with sufficient planning

flexibility, the threshold policy performs very well. When the planning flexibility is reduced,

ad hoc rollout algorithms will most likely do better. We have described such an algorithm for

the case where companies are confronted with rush orders. In this case, the rollout algorithm

is able to trade off the benefits from planning short-lagged, high-profit projects against the

risk of perished capacity units. In the case of reinvestment revenues, a significant profit

improvement can be obtained by applying a rollout algorithm that trades off the benefits of

additional reinvestment revenues against the cost of extra non-regular capacity. Finally, we

have demonstrated the suitability of our algorithms for environments where project offers

arrive with exponential interarrival times.
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